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When you are writing your homepage for your small
business website, it’s easy to get carried away and write
reams of ‘stuff’ that is not really relevant or just gives too
much information. 

Your homepage needs to communicate clearly and concisely
what you do and what you have to offer, whether it be
products or services. If your homepage looks ‘busy’ or too
complicated, users will simply log out and find someone
else, and if it’s too short and doesn’t give much
information, they’ll do the same. You need to strike the
right balance.  

Small Business Hompage Checklist

Key features you need on your homepage

Logo - If you have a logo, it should be visible at the top of
the homepage. The logo connects your small business brand
and identity. It’s how your customers will recognise your
products or services. So, it needs to be in a prominent
position in plain view.
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If the navigation is too complicated with drop boxes
everywhere and no clear direction, you will lose your
customers’ interest immediately. 

The navigation bar is like a roadmap for your website, so
making sure it is clear and easy to follow is crucial. Try to
keep the tabs to a minimum and have them at the top of the
page, along the very top or under the header image is best

 Navigation - keep it simple

Headline

With potential customers flicking through their phones or
devices as a great speed, your homepage needs to
communicate what you have to offer within seconds of
them landing on your page. 

A headline and small, short paragraph should be used to
describe your business and either what you do, or the
services you provide. Only use 2-3 sentences, but make it
punchy, powerful and memorable text that will speak to
your target market – telling them about the products or
services that you know they need.
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A call to action or CTA is an absolute must for your
homepage as it encourages readers to dig deeper into your
website. 

You can use it to begin the selling cycle by pointing them to
a landing page with an offer or free resource; you can use it
to point them to your contact page to initiate direct contact
or to ask them to subscribe to your newsletter. 

There are lots of different uses, but the point is to have one
on your homepage to encourage more meaningful contact
or make it really intriguing so they want to know more. 

 A Call to Action (CTA)

Testimonials

Testimonials or customer reviews are social proof to
demonstrate your skills or establish your expertise. It shows
potential customers
what you can do and that you are good at it! You could also
put a link to case studies or success stories to inspire and
impress your audience – first impressions matter.
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This one is a no brainer – people love images; they love
something to look at. So a photo of you suddenly brings who
you are to life – or a photo of someone using your product
or engaging with your service as the reader is able to
connect with it. 

Photos add credibility to a website and particularly, a
homepage. 

 Images

Content

Keep your content simple and easy to read, avoiding any
jargon, so it’s easily understandable to your reader.

Straight forward language in your own style or tone of
voice will draw them to you as a person and, explaining
the benefits of your products or services, gives them the
knowledge that there is something in it for them…and that
they need your products or services…now!
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The footer is at the bottom of the page and the side bar
is at the side – obvious really! 

This is just as important as the information in your
navigation bar. It should give contact information, links to
your social media pages, and any other links, such as to
your blog. 

The footer is normally where you put your terms and
conditions, privacy policy, cookies policy, copyright policy
etc. 

This encourages the reader to engage with your social
media pages and provides them with another way to
connect with you.

 Footer or Sidebar
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Your website homepage is sometimes the first time a
new potential client meets you and your business, so
it's crucial that it is welcoming, informative and easy to
navigate. I hope you found this useful. 

Thank You!


